Brangus Females
- 37 Red Bred Heifers grossed $158,000 and averaged $4,270
- 9 Black Bred Heifers grossed $24,750 and averaged $2,750
High Selling Females: Tajo Ranch & Red Bud Farms bought CX MS DREAM FOREVER 10/D4 $9,000, out of CX DREAM DREAM FOREVER 365A and CX MS HOME RUN 10/Z1, sold buy Cox Excalibur Brangus.

Brangus Bulls
- 16 Red Bulls grossed 72,950 averaged $4,559
- 1 Black Bull grossed 3,100 averaged $3,100

Embryos
- Five embryo lots grossed $42,300 and averaged $8,460.
High Selling Embryo Lots: Geraldo Alanis bought six embryos $12,000, out of CX MS HOME RUN 67/W, sold by Cox Excalibur Brangus.

Volume buyers included Geraldo Alanis, of Laredo, Texas; Rafer 2, of San Antonio, Texas; Jorge Damm, of Hidalgo, Texas; and Juan Romo, of Tajo Ranch in Waller, Texas.

Featured Lots: CX Excalibur offered Pick of 2017 Show String
1A-Pick of Herd Sire and own-½ semen interest bought by High Star Ranch for $18,000.
1B-Pick of Donor Show String and own-½ embryo interest bought by Tajo Ranch for $17,000.